Read the advertisements and answer the questions.

1. Which advertisement is offering something not used?

2. Which advertisements give a reason for selling?

3. Which advertisements offer a definite price?

4. Which advertisement offers no price?

5. Which advertisements offer prices that are different according to what you buy?

6. Which advertisements tell you the colour of what they are selling?

7. Which advertisements tell you something about the past of what they are selling?

8. Which advertisements use complimentary words to tell you that what they are selling is really good?

9. Which advertisement gives you something free if you buy what they are selling?

box = The customer doesn't want to give a telephone number, so the shop or supermarket where the noticeboard is will collect any enquiries to that box number and send them on.

o.n.o = or nearest offer

v.g.c = very good condition

service history = a record of the car being serviced at a garage

baby changing unit = a stand you put a baby on to change its nappy